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[image: Sally Schneider]
Sally Schneider15:38 13 Feb 24

I used Smooth Move for a local move in Jan 2024, downsizing from a house to an apartment in Stamford, and prior to that, had them do an "in-house" move to bring furniture (that I had to get rid of) down to the first floor of the house. Both times Patrick was the lead of the crew. He was competent, polite, efficient, communicated well, and an overall great guy. Every one of the move crew was equally polite and friendly and all were careful with my furniture and boxes. They worked fast, wrapping everything to protect from breakage, weather, and dirt. In the apartment Patrick was extremely patient, repositioning carpets and furniture until they were to my liking. *Extremely*I had a few communication glitches with Steve in the office but nothing that caused a major problem. I'd suggest any phone conversation be followed up with an email to prevent being told later that something promised by phone was not accurate.One small table broke during the move and the insurance claim was quickly processed and I received a check less than a month later. I wouldn't hesitate to use this company again.



[image: S D]
S D14:10 29 Jan 24

Outstanding moving and storage service! Punctual, efficient, and fast team made our move seamless. Highly recommend for a stress-free moving experience. Moving team Keldrick, Roger, Oscar stay on task and do not waste time. They follow your instructions and are easy going. The managing staff is attentive and easy to work with. We have stored our items for ~1.5 years while traveling and it was the best decision we made to use Smooth Move and Delivery for moving and storing our stuff. On subsequent visits, Kevin was flexible and made it very easy to access items we needed. Our items were well cared for, no damages, no moths or critters chewing through your stuff. This team is a must for all your moving and storage needs! This is a quality service at a reasonable price!



[image: Katlyn Engel]
Katlyn Engel18:03 18 Jan 24

We had such an incredible experience using SMD. The company was recommended to me from friends and I can see why. We had a short move and not too many pieces and they sent 3 movers to help speed up the process. Come to find out when we arrived at our new destination, the previous owner left a few very heavy items behind that needed to be junked. After a frantic call with Kevin - he quickly sent additional team members to help move the heavy items out of the house. Everyone was quick and efficient while joking and making things fun along the way. I would recommend this company over and over again after our incredible experience!



[image: matt quirk]
matt quirk17:05 05 Jan 24

The moving team of Javon, Johnny, Gilberto, Yevin, and Doris were amazing. On time, efficient, and easy to work with. Will definitely use Smooth Move and Delivery next time we relocate.
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Wit M00:28 27 Dec 23

I highly recommend SMD mover. They arrived on time and were fast, courteous , very friendly and careful. Very professional and on budget.The move went smoothly. Not one item was damaged in the move .



[image: Ted Hendrie]
Ted Hendrie00:04 15 Dec 23

One of our best service experiences ever. We had a move out, storage and a move back in to our home of 25 years. The crew was incredible. Went to work and just didn't stop. Friendly, fun and so careful with everything. Our move included a baby grand piano and they treated it like it was their own. Can't say enough good things about these guys.



[image: William Lochtefeld]
William Lochtefeld16:20 13 Dec 23

Smooth Move and Delivery was prompt to show up and very efficient in moving me. They handled the heavy items with ease (treadmill) and my fine antiques with gentle care. They wrapped all the furniture with blankets and cellophane like I’ve never seen anything wrapped before. Excellent job and would highly recommend them. I will use them for future moves.



[image: Robert Fendler]
Robert Fendler02:38 06 Dec 23

Excellent service and very competent team of packers and movers. Our out of state move went extremely well. SM&D kept use well informed of the entire process and kept to heir promised schedule and arrival times.  Definitely would recommend them.



[image: Megan Quinn]
Megan Quinn21:34 04 Dec 23

so great to work with!! will use again for sure :)



[image: Hari Srinivasan]
Hari Srinivasan19:16 11 Nov 23

2nd time we are working with SM&D and they have done very well. Professional, on time, good job overall packing & moving.



[image: Ryan Rende]
Ryan Rende02:53 11 Nov 23

I used SMD to move some of our larger and more expensive furniture between two homes in Weston and Stamford.  The service was outstanding; the movers were friendly, professional, knowledgeable, and very efficient!  I had a really great experience with SMD and would highly recommend them to all my friends, family, and my clients.  The owner (Evan) clearly cares deeply about his customers and their experience, his employees, and building an excellent reputation for his business.  I will continue using SMD for years to come!Thanks, SMD!Ry-guy



[image: Mark Knowles]
Mark Knowles23:56 10 Nov 23

Steve, Kevin and the crew were fantastic. Super responsive and communicative. The crews were brilliant. Timely, hard working, thorough and organized. Great value in comparison to other movers. Would highly recommend.



[image: Craig Sikora]
Craig Sikora16:06 18 Oct 23

We were recently in the need of a quality moving company to relocate my parents from their home to an assisted living facility.Needless to say, this was a stressful situation for everyone. I was referred to Smooth Move & Delivery by a co-worker. After a brief telephone conversation and sharing photos of all the furniture we needed to move, Steve provided us with a detailed proposal addressing all the associated costs (boxes, wraping paper, moving pads / blankets, stretch wrap, bubble wrap, etc...).  We booked the job.The day before the move, I received a call from the staff at Smooth Move confirming all the details.Roger, Edwin, Antonio, Oscar arrived promptly on time.  We reviewed the scope of work and they began right away.The crew was effecient, polite, and professional. They truly cared about their work!Upon arriving at the assisted living facility, the crew not moved all the items into the unit, but unwrapped them and arranged it where my parents thought it would go best.I will definitely recommend Smooth Move & Delivery to friends and family!
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David Weiss18:25 17 Oct 23





[image: Jen Walsh]
Jen Walsh02:36 13 Oct 23

I was referred to Smooth Move and Delivery by a friend and I can honestly say they did not disappoint!! Steve and Evan addressed all my concerns during the scheduling process and the moving team of Roger, Rommer, Edwin, and Doris packed up and moved everything with care and efficiency. Will definitely be using them again in the future!!!



[image: Amanda Patel]
Amanda Patel13:35 04 Oct 23

Professional, high quality experience. Would definitely recommend to anyone.



[image: Jennifer Thomas]
Jennifer Thomas01:11 04 Oct 23

SM&D made our move (in a tropical storm!) extremely easy and fast. Their team was on time, extremely efficient and professional. Would highly recommend using them for your move.



[image: Selena Saldana]
Selena Saldana14:45 03 Oct 23

This was my second time using Smooth Move & Delivery and all communication leading up to and during the move was fantastic, and the movers did an amazing job on the day of the move. Would definitely recommend them! I appreciated the Zoom done ahead of time to review the items in our house that needed to be moved (so we could get our quote), it was easy and efficient to just walk through my house with my phone on Zoom and show them everything.
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Daniel Zevnik20:09 02 Oct 23





[image: Marc Silverman]
Marc Silverman19:40 25 Sep 23

Great experience moving from an apartment to a house. Would recommend!



[image: sonia davila]
sonia davila16:28 18 Sep 23

This company was highly recommended by one family member who had hired them before. She was right, they were very professional, punctual, and friendly. Their price was perfect. Special thanks to my moving team, Kendrick, Javon, Antonio and my sales consultant Evan. I will not hesitate to call them again when moving.



[image: Jason Penta]
Jason Penta14:51 07 Sep 23

We used Smooth Move & Delivery for a recent move from one house to another. The team was fantastic and did a great job. We did the packing services and the team packed up our whole house in just a few hours. Everything was packed well to ensure nothing broke in the move. The move itself went  dry well with everything moved into the appropriate rooms on the house. Patrick and the team took care moving in the boxes and furniture - nothing broken, no scratches or dings anywhere in the house. And the booking process with Steve was easy with clear pricing. I’d definitely use them again for moving and packing services - highly recommended!



[image: James Fisher]
James Fisher17:28 22 Aug 23

I had such a great experience with SM&D.  I don’t typically write reviews, but they deserve to be supported here.    It was truly a Smooth Move for me because of this company.  Not only was the pre-call with Steve thoughtful and helpful for me to get organized and also to get a fair quote, but then extremely flexible to adjust my moving day week of due to changes to my schedule.  And walked though various options to help me chose what was best for me.On the day of the move, the team was punctual, professional, careful, and worked quickly and efficiently.  The crew leader, Roger, was amazing and really went above and beyond, checking in consistently to stay aligned on tasks/details.  This was hardworking, and thoughtful team.   I read some other reviews and have to emphasize “Moving sucks but these guys made it as pleasant as possible.” And I “Couldn’t have asked for a better experience.”      Well, maybe next time I will pay them to pack my stuff too.Already recommended this company to a family member and will continue to.    Thanks SM+D



[image: Kaitlyn Walsh]
Kaitlyn Walsh21:51 21 Aug 23

Reasonably and reliably priced with no surprises and great communication! Movers on site were very professional and kind. Will be using them for our next move, eventually!
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Cristina Linares00:26 19 Aug 23





[image: Ann Chu]
Ann Chu16:25 07 Aug 23

I recently moved within the same city and was very pleased with the 4 person team.  They were all courteous, professional and well versed with all around logistics.  They scoped out my place on the day of the move to plan out what pieces to wrap and move first.  They then scoped out my new place prior to unloading the truck.  Thank you team!



[image: sandra dragovich]
sandra dragovich14:57 06 Aug 23

SM&D helped us greatly with our move at a great price. The movers were professional and helpful. Would use again!



[image: Clinton Vass]
Clinton Vass19:47 03 Aug 23

The mover were very polite and efficient. Moved my things with great care. I would highly recommend them.



[image: Pia Hurst]
Pia Hurst02:37 03 Aug 23

This is the second time we have used SM&D and they did not disappoint. They were punctual, careful, and worked quickly and efficiently. We are quite a particular family and they were gracious with requests (ie taking off shoes in the house). They resembled everything taken apart for transport even things that were in storage and previously not assembled (dining room table, bed frame, and mechanical bed base). I would recommend them with no reservations.



[image: Edward Daly]
Edward Daly18:32 02 Aug 23

Great team. Hardworking , friendly and careful. Not a dent or a scratch on anything. Very easy move.Would hire them again in a minute.



[image: daphne pollon]
daphne pollon20:41 01 Aug 23

We first spoke to Evan  who set everything up.Our Moving Team: Rodger, Gerson, and Oscar arrived on time, were lovely to work with,  and got every thing done quickly and professionally.



[image: Hana Appel]
Hana Appel18:47 13 Jul 23

The person, Country, (not sure how to spell his name) managing the packers on packing day and movers on moving day was professional, courteous, efficient and swift.  He managed my elderly parents very well.  Nothing broke and everything was done within the time frame hoped for and required.  All items were packed well, without wasting excessive packaging materials.



[image: Lawrence OBrien]
Lawrence OBrien17:33 13 Jul 23

SM&D moved all the furniture in a 1,900 sf condo into 2 bedrooms while the main hardwood floor area was being refinished.  The crew was prompt, fast , and extremely careful with some delicate pieces. Great job!



[image: Sean Johnston]
Sean Johnston21:04 07 Jul 23

Last minute move request to SMD. Evan was excellent during the consultation and established a thoughtful plan to get me moved out / moved in during a tight window.  The moving team of Roger, Johnny, Jose G, Zach, and Chris was great and professional. They were hardworking, careful, and quick! Couldn’t have asked for a better experience. Moving sucks but these guys made it as pleasant as possible.



[image: Bob Corman]
Bob Corman20:04 05 Jul 23

Recently completed a move from NYC to CT with Smooth Move. The team arrived on time, worked hard, were respectful of my things and of me as the client. A very positive experience.



[image: Barbara Orwick]
Barbara Orwick22:35 26 Jun 23

The team was punctual, efficient and polite. Went above and beyond for an extra stop with a very large piece of furniture that had to be dug out of storage. Also brought a few pieces up a spiral staircase to my loft without batting an eye. This is the second time I've used SM&D and would recommend to anyone.



[image: Alana Reiss]
Alana Reiss15:25 24 Jun 23

Erick and Edwin were wonderful movers! Punctual, careful workers with an attention to detail, and kind and friendly employees who helped make my move as smooth as possible!
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John Ri18:27 23 Jun 23





[image: Brad Bechtel]
Brad Bechtel12:16 20 Jun 23

Very solid team of hard working and professional movers. Made everything very easy.



[image: Megan Torelli]
Megan Torelli15:20 10 Jun 23

Smooth Move and Delivery were great to work with.  They were very professional and really cared about getting the job done right for us.  The movers were quick and efficient.  We have stored some items with Smooth Move and will be using them for our next move.



[image: Shirlene Wade]
Shirlene Wade10:09 10 Jun 23

I hired Smooth Move & Delivery to unload UBoxes at the end of a cross country move. They had a fair rate and did the job with incredible efficiency and care!



[image: keith clancy]
keith clancy11:47 08 Jun 23

Highly recommend this company for any moving need. They were very professional and responsive to finalizing last minute items that needed to be moved. Took great care of our belongings and worked diligently to complete the move.



[image: A Graham Bailey]
A Graham Bailey11:15 04 Jun 23

The process was very easy for us.  Called and Steve did a FaceTime walk through to provide estimate (which was fair).  Clear communications of what to expect.  Eric and team arrived on time and did a great job with the move.  We would recommend the team at SM&D.



[image: Michele Gervino]
Michele Gervino18:32 03 Jun 23

Movers were efficient, courteous and helpful. I gladly recommend Smooth Move & Delivery and wouldn't hesitate to use their services again.



[image: Joe Bilotti]
Joe Bilotti20:10 26 Apr 23

the guys showed up on time and moved everything very quickly. made changes to furniture layout promptly.



[image: Kristien Del Ferraro]
Kristien Del Ferraro02:36 20 Apr 23

Every single time I called from when I was shopping for a mover, all the way through to the day of my move, someone answered the phone and gave me through answers and information. This is a rarity these days. On top of that, the move itself went SUPER quick and flawlessly. The crew were professional, polite and helpful! I would most definitely use them again!



[image: Daniella]
Daniella19:13 03 Apr 23

Great communication, clear pricing, & the movers did a perfect, efficient job



[image: Sue Sabini]
Sue Sabini23:03 02 Apr 23

Our movers, Cornell and Marcus were terrific--polite, professional, on time and really very knowledgeable about how to maneuver around tight corners without doing a speck of damage.  The company is also very fair with their pricing.



[image: samantha joseph]
samantha joseph21:29 21 Mar 23

Came highly recommended… They were punctual and very professional.. The movers handle my items with extreme care. Beyond satisfied with the service.. thanks to everyone



[image: Adrienne Mecca]
Adrienne Mecca21:14 09 Mar 23

Smooth Move and Delivery was recommended by my friend who had recently moved. They surpassed her recommendation in every way. My move went without a hitch and quickly. This is my second move in 18 months and this experience was far superior to my last with a different mover.
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capricorn doll15:12 08 Mar 23





[image: Jason Wasserman]
Jason Wasserman23:23 02 Mar 23

Moved incredibly quick, under the budgeted time, packed meticulously and nothing was chipped or broken



[image: Joe Adamo]
Joe Adamo16:42 28 Feb 23

Great service and fast move.  No items were damaged and the move was completed under the 4 hour time allotment.



[image: Jordan Fine]
Jordan Fine16:11 25 Feb 23

Amazing job! Wouldn’t hire any other moving company again, these guys set a very high bar.



[image: Lisa Greenberg]
Lisa Greenberg20:32 21 Feb 23

I hired SM&D upon a recommendation from a local realtor  to move my father from his condo to a nearby town. They were very responsive from the first phone call and answered all my questions along the way. When moving day came they were early, professional and got the job done in a timely manner. I would highly recommend this company.



[image: Kelly Patel]
Kelly Patel15:24 14 Feb 23

They were fast and did a good job on our move for full pack and then move the next day. It was a last minute pack and move on our part for the day but they were flexible.
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Matt Brown14:39 08 Feb 23





[image: Deven Persaud]
Deven Persaud15:49 19 Jan 23

Smooth Move & Delivery were fantastic movers. We moved homes about 7 miles apart and had them pack and move us.They were VERY affordable, and flexible - they worked with us to do a two day move, one day packing and one day moving - to make everything easy on us.I would absolutely use them again, and would recommend them to others.



[image: Jim Smith]
Jim Smith23:33 17 Jan 23

Smooth Move and Delivery is a professional operation from top to bottom. Brandon and Gerson were great. Very efficient and knowledgeable. Have recommended Smooth Move to several family members and friends. Could not imagine moving without their help!



[image: Lou Crispo]
Lou Crispo15:11 17 Jan 23

These guys are legit. My wife and I were nervous when it started raining on moving day. The Smooth Movers weren’t phased. They clearly had a “rain” plan and did the entire move mess free and fast.



[image: James Riemer]
James Riemer18:40 13 Jan 23

Evan and his team really do put customer service at the heart of their business! Thank you!



[image: Krysten D'Amato]
Krysten D'Amato19:22 12 Jan 23

- Got a super fast response & directions for an accurate quote- All three of our movers were wonderful. They were on time, fast, efficient & very professional.- We'd definitely recommend SM&D



[image: Casey Gomes]
Casey Gomes21:53 11 Jan 23

Great experience start to finish with this crew. They called prior to arrival, came on time and moved everything with extreme care and efficiency. Very friendly and accommodating too. Highly recommend them!



[image: Brianna Crispo]
Brianna Crispo20:42 11 Jan 23

I could not have asked for a better moving company. From start to finish they were on POINT. Before arriving, the owner, Evan, was pleasant and accessible and made sure to have all of the details in place. During the move, it was clear that they had a very meticulous process on which pieces to move before others and how to do it. Everything arrived at our new home safe and sound and was placed in the correct spots. The guys were professional at all times and truly made the moving experience stress free. I cannot thank this company enough and highly recommend them!



[image: Nicole Skorvanek]
Nicole Skorvanek15:55 08 Jan 23

We were very impressed with Smooth Move & Delivery. I had requested quotes from a few different moving companies and SM&D did a great job of explaining and breaking down any fees and how the job is done. They also knew Stamford very well which made it so easy to coordinate pick up and drop off destinations (sometimes you worry the moving company won’t know where to park or pull up). Between hourly rates, travel time/cost, and additional materials, SM&D was the least expensive. We had 3 movers: Brandon, Javon and Jean Jacque. They were all very friendly, professional, and careful with our furniture. They showed up exactly on time and were extremely quick. Overall, they made the moving experience seem like a breeze. I highly recommend SM&D and will definitely be using them in the future.
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[image: Samantha Macchi]
Samantha Macchi20:34 06 Dec 22

Country and Jean Jacque made my move so easy! They arrived early and were able to quickly and efficiently move all of my things. There was no damage to anything and I would highly recommend SM&D to anyone who needs movers. They were great in every way and made my moving day completely stress free. Thanks guys!



[image: Bridget Walsh]
Bridget Walsh16:59 23 Nov 22

I used Smooth Move & Delivery for a local move of a couple of items (sofa and dining room set). They were very responsive and communicative from the minute I called with the initial inquiry to sending the final invoice. The move was very easy and painless, and the team was extremely professional. I had a great experience and highly recommend them!



[image: Aaron Lear]
Aaron Lear18:01 21 Nov 22

Smooth Move & Delivery did a great job with my move within Stamford.  Patrick and his crew made sure everything made it safely and in one piece.



[image: Sean Moran]
Sean Moran16:25 18 Nov 22

Great communication.  Appropriately and fairly priced.  Our move took less time than anticipated and the price was reduced commensurate w/ the amount of time.  7-person team was careful, kind, respectful, etc.  HIGHLY recommend using this group in Fairfield County.
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Drew18:58 14 Nov 22

Efficient and reliable. Would highly recommend



[image: Angelique Cannestro]
Angelique Cannestro15:32 04 Nov 22

These guys were so efficient, and professional. Such an easy and quick move and they were so friendly. 10/10. I’ll definitely be using them again



[image: Family Story Sharing]
Family Story Sharing21:28 29 Oct 22

Great company, excellent staff. Highly recommend smooth move, for taking out all the time-consuming tiring move tasks from packing to unpacking. Will definitely use again if I move!



[image: Liam Campbell]
Liam Campbell00:16 19 Oct 22

The name is very fitting, highly recommend for any move! They sent a crew of 4 for our move from one apartment complex to another one locally. They were professional, showed up promptly, wrapped all furniture, and finished in a timely manner without any damages. When we inevitably move again, our first call will be here!
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Bari Jay17:56 10 Oct 22

would definitely recommend!!



[image: Anthony Donofrio]
Anthony Donofrio16:39 10 Oct 22

The team was professional and timely.  Also, they were very detailed oriented and provided customized service.
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Jeremy Philipson21:55 06 Oct 22





[image: the godfather]
the godfather14:36 06 Oct 22

They were responsive and well organized when it came to packing and moving. Highly recommend them for storage as well. It’s a very transparent process.
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Kara Kuchar03:01 04 Oct 22

The SM&D team was excellent as always.  Making a stressful experience run smoothly!



[image: Geoff Curley]
Geoff Curley17:24 30 Sep 22

SM&D once again did a phenomenal job with my move. This was the second time I've used them and their efficiency, professional ness and great team did an awesome job on my recent move.  High five to SM&D.
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RAM Holdings18:16 16 Sep 22

Excellent experience with Smooth Move and Delivery. The guys were there on time, worked hard but carefully, were friendly and courteous and didn't make a mess. Very much recommend
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Anandita Wadhwa18:28 12 Sep 22





[image: Kensey Hirsch]
Kensey Hirsch01:17 09 Sep 22

My experience with Smooth Move & Delivery was great!!! Working with Steve to coordinate my move was so easy. He was very helpful, knowledgeable, and professional. The team of movers (Jonathan, Pat, Keldrick, and Gerson) were also wonderful- they worked quickly and took great care of my things. Highly recommend working with SMD!



[image: Thomas Herlihy]
Thomas Herlihy16:18 07 Sep 22

Great team, fair price, careful and timely service!
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[image: Laura Tintle]
Laura Tintle15:38 20 Aug 22

Smooth move and delivery really lived up to their name! They were on time, efficient, affordable, and professional!  I highly recommend this moving company, they were truly excellent!



[image: Carol Asness]
Carol Asness22:18 15 Aug 22

Everyone was helpful, from the planning the move stage to the final set up. The men on location were very understanding and patient as I tried to find the right placement for large carpets and kindly held furnishing up for me to put floor protectors on all items that were getting placed on freshly stained hardwood floors.  Will use them again!



[image: Mike Deluca]
Mike Deluca10:52 11 Aug 22

Gentlemen did a fabulous job moving us. Very professional and accommodating.



[image: Joe Gil]
Joe Gil15:10 05 Aug 22

Smooth move was fantastic and made the moving experience a breeze. I will be recommending them to friends and family moving forward 100%.



[image: Amy Dorsey]
Amy Dorsey11:26 02 Aug 22

Very professional on time all business!! Very happy with this service!! Will certainly use this company again!



[image: Miranda Warunek]
Miranda Warunek02:58 02 Aug 22

Fast and efficient! Very friendly!



[image: Aleksandra Rozumova]
Aleksandra Rozumova12:56 27 Jul 22

This is the best experience I've had moving. If you're looking for a team that is quick, professional and understands your moving needs from client intake and through the end of the moving process, do yourself a favor and hire Smooth Move & Delivery. There are no hidden fees and they don't charge you until the work is done! Additionally, the movers did not ask for or require a tip - instead we graciously tipped them at the end of the process because we were SO IMPRESSED! I will continue to use them for all of my moving needs!



[image: ssj3icecap]
ssj3icecap19:47 26 Jul 22

Move went smooth, crew worked hard and fast.



[image: C Bianchi]
C Bianchi20:00 18 Jul 22

The crew of guys who handled our move were professional and terrific- we appreciated their hard work and conscientious care with all of our stuff; we were packed, organized and ready when they arrived and they took it from there. Two days later after closing they carefully unpacked truck placing everything in designated locations and set up beds - even waiting so a bed skirt could be placed. Highly recommend Brandon, Anthony, Alex, Jean Jacques and the other guys on their crew. 10 stars!



[image: Jenna Coogan]
Jenna Coogan19:04 08 Jul 22

We had the BEST experience with Smooth Move & Delivery. We couldn't believe how seamless our moving experience was. They were professional, worked quickly and everything arrived to our new home in PERFECT condition. 100% would recommend them to all our friends and family, wouldn't want to experience a move without Smooth Move & Delivery!



[image: Ariel Mankes]
Ariel Mankes00:03 06 Jul 22

Smooth Move & Delivery was excellent! Due to childcare issues we weren’t able to pack up as we had promised. Our movers took it in stride and helped as we went along without complaining. Jonathan even helped my husband dismantle the couch when they couldn’t get it out the door! The move also took longer than expected and they stuck it out to the end. Amazing.
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			Contact
		

				

				
				
						
											
													
										Stamford Location
									
	
											
													
										(203) 355-9545
									
	
											
													
										Mon - Fri:  8:00 am — 5:00 pm
									
	
											
													
										Saturday: 8:00 am — 2:00 pm
									
	
											
													
										76 Progress Drive Stamford, CT 06902
									


				

				

				
				
						
											
													
										Norwalk Location
									
	
											
													
										(203) 653-2830
									
	
											
													
										Mon - Fri:  8:00 am — 5:00 pm
									
	
											
													
										Saturday: 8:00 am — 12:00 pm
									
	
											
													
										26 Pearl St Suite 25, Norwalk, CT 06850
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